The Villages Archery Club
Meeting Minutes
10 Aug 2015
Financial Report:
Last Month Balance: $5123.92
Old Business:
Range Meisters
June ………John Gauger
July ………Charlie Zelonis
August ……Bill Southwick
September ..Tom Hart
October …..Charlie Campney
New Business:
There was a discussion regarding moving the shooting line back one foot to
alleviate the issue of dripping from the structure that drips on the scopes of
shooters. We have volunteers to move the markers out on the range is it is
decided to move the line. It appears that no action will be taken by The Villages
to solve the dripping issue. No action was taken on this issue.
We have been told that Dillon has ordered 12 of the green longbows for the club.
Looks like we will soon have a bow storage problem as there is only a lmited
amount of storage in the equipment room. We will soon have to decide how to
handle this.
Dillon Burns, Recreation Supervisor at Paradise has been transferred to
Hacienda Rec Center. Tracy Whitten will be taking his place at Paradise. The
membership approved presenting Dillon a gift card in appreciation of all he has
done for the club.
The club has 15 dozen Gold Tip arrow that are 28” long. It is felt that these
arrows are too short for general use. We should have arrows of a length that
are safe to use for all shooters. Please do not use these arrows until a decision
has been made regarding what to do with them. It is possible that they may be
able to be sent back to Lancaster for credit and we will buy more suitable arrows.
There was a discussion regarding replacing the plastic wheels on the target
stands with more durable metal wheels. We will look into that.
Additional bow hooks have been installed on the front posts on lane one and two.
This is a trial to see if shooters will use them and to see if they will be in the way
of shooters if there are bows hanging from them. Bows hanging from these
hooks will be out of the direct rays of the sun. Please let us know what you think
and if you want the rest of the shooting positions done this way.
The Villages Archery Club web site:
www.villagesarchery.com

